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Polarization
The individual electrons in a conducting object, like a metal pie pan, are free to
move around, but are generally reluctant to leave their protons. If a large negative
charge is brought near a conducting object, at least a few electrons in that object will abandon their protons
and flee to the far side. Or, if a large positive charge is brought near, a few electrons will be tempted to
leave their protons in order to try to get closer to the positive charge.

In either case, the conducting object is still neutral, as a whole, with a balance of protons and electrons.
However, it has a positive side, where protons have been abandoned, and a negative side, where extra
electrons have congregated. We say that the object has been polarized, meaning that it has developed
positive and negative "poles". Because the pole nearer to the charged object has the opposite sign from it,
*polarization will always result in the objects attracting each other*.

As we go on further in the electrostatics unit, it is no longer necessary to draw out symbolically all the
protons and electrons in an object. Instead, we will draw just where there are lonely protons or extra
electrons, assuming that there are thousands of electron-protons pairs also in the object which do not matter
because combined, they are neutral.

. 1 Of the situations shown below...

a) In which situation(s) will the two objects be attracted?

b) In which situation(s) will the objects be repelled?

c) Which situation(s) are examples of polarization?

d) We said yesterday that extra electrons (or lonely protons), on a conducting object, want to spread
out uniformly on the outside surface. Why are they not uniformly distributed in the examples above?



. 2 Below, draw the charge distribution on the first sphere that could cause the polarization you see in the
second sphere.

. 3 The second sphere, below, is neutral, but it is brought close to a highly charged negative sphere. Draw
the charge distribution that will result.

. 4 Here, two charged spheres are placed at either side of the central, neutral sphere. Draw the charge
distribution on the center sphere.

. 5 We said yesterday that when two conducting objects touch, their electrons move around to try to
spread out evenly among the available protons. This is why touching something, like the ground, that
is huge and has a neutral charge, will remove the charge from any conducting object.

The whole idea of polarization, however, is that if there is another object nearby whose electric field
is affecting the electrons in an object, those electrons are not distributed evenly. Connecting two
objects just gives the electrons a larger space to spread this uneven distribution across.

a) Right now, the object to the right is polarized - electrons are
trying to get as far as they can from the negative object to their
left. If I were to touch the right side of the polarized object, what
would those electrons do?

b) Once I've removed my finger, what sort of charge does this previously neutral object now have?


